Letters and Sounds - Phase 1 - Aspect 5
Alliteration

Main purpose: To develop understanding of alliteration

Food tongue twisters
Grown ups make up silly alliteration phrases that make great silly tongue twisters - e.g. rosy red raspberry, bashing blue bananas
When the children are ready they will generate more of their own. Start with 2 words & build up to a string

Listen to the sounds in the room and make the sound e.g. tick tock, tick tock’ click clock, click clock

Clothes tongue twisters
Grown ups make up silly alliteration phrases that make great silly tongue twisters - e.g. silly sock sitting still, white wipes wipe well

Make up little phrases to say when washing hands e.g.
Slide soft soap suds
Trickling taps tip top tip top
Splish splash, splish splash